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[0007] 
[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] When the frequency of a dot clock which serves as criteria of 
a video signal in the conventional liquid crystal display is delicately shifted with sources of a video 
signal, such as a computer, and a liquid crystal display like the above, it is necessary to adjust the dot 
clock by the side of a liquid crystal display manually so that a blot and fluctuation may be lost visually. 
[0008] Moreover, in the equipment shown in JP,7-160222,A, although regulating-ization is achieved, a 
computer needs to output the specific video signal for adjustment. 
[0009] Then, this invention is for solving such a trouble, and in case it connects with a computer and it 
displays the video signal, it aims at realizing the liquid crystal display which adjusts the frequency of a 
dot clock automatically, without using the specific video signal for adjustment. 

[0010] 
[Means for Solving the Problem] The liquid crystal display of this invention established a means 15 
adjusted said dot clock to a proper frequency from the error of the PLL circuit 14 which can tune the 
freauencv of a dot clock finely while reproducing the dot clock which synchronized with the video 
signal basedon the synchronizing signal, as shown in drawing 1, a screen size detection means 16 
measure the screen size in which a horizontal display is possible using a dot clock, the screen size 
presumed from the Horizontal Synchronizing signal and the Vertical Synchronizing signal, and the 
screen size measured with the screen size detection means. 
[0011] By the above configuration, the frequency of a dot clock can be adjusted automatically, without 
using the specific video signal for adjustment. 
[0012] Moreover, as a screen size detection means, as an example, as shown in drawing 2 The dot clock 
counter 21 which counts a dot clock, and the sifaudlevdw^ video 
signal with non-signal level, Thfe image tenninid'^ 
th^gpS^^ position of the Sa^osi^^v^g^^ge| 
displayed witliiffTh^ oFavi3eo signal, It 
has the maximum termination location detector 26 which detects the maximum of the minimum location 
detector 25 which detects the minimum value of an image starting position within 1 vertical- 
synchronization period, and an image termination location. u^w.^^.^v 
[0013] In the above-mentioned configuration, a video signal is cbmp^ level, and 
when a video signal becomes larger than non-signal level and high level and a video signal are below 
non-signal level;**low level is outputted in tffe signal lever comparator 

pfcsitiSfil^^ is 
inputted S circuit 22 changes from a low level high-level 
first within 1 level period as an image starting position. The image termination location detector 24 
measures the number of dot clocks after a Horizontal Synchronizing signal is inputted until the output of 
the signal level comparator circuit 22 finally changes from high level to a low level within 1 level period 
as an image termination location. The minimum starting position detector 25 measures the minimum 
value of an image starting position within 1 perpendicular period. The maximum termination location 
detector 26 measures the maximum of an image termination location within 1 perpendicular period. 
[0014] A microcomputer 15 carries out regulating automatically of the dot clock to a proper frequency 
by setting up the dividing value of the PLL circuit lw4 so that the screen size which can be displayed 
from the minimum value of the obtained image starting position and the maximum of an image 
termination location may be calculated and it may be in agreement with the screen size for which it 
asked from the frequency of a Horizontal Synchronizing signal and a Vertical Synchronizing signal 

separately. 
[0015] 3 
[Embodiment of the Invention] Next, the gestalt of operation of this invention is explained to a detail QQ 

with reference to a drawing. Drawing 1 is the block diagram of an example of the liquid crystal display « 
of this invention. Like the conventional example, first, a microcomputer 15 carries out fixed time 
amount measurement of a Horizontal Synchronizing signal and the Vertical Synchronizing signal, ^ 
calculates horizontal frequency and a perpendicular frequency, presumes the model of the source of a ^ 
signal, i.e., computer connected, from a table as shown in the above-mentioned table 1, and controls the 
PLL circuit 14 to reproduce the dot clock corresponding to the computer. CO 

o 
o 
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[0016] Using the dot clock reproduced in the PLL circuit 14, the effective video signal among video 
signals which can be displayed counts from a Horizontal Synchronizing signal, begins from what clock 
eye, detects to what clock eye it ends, and outputs the screen size detector 16 to a microcomputer 15 as 
the minimum value of an image starting position, and maximum of an image termination location, 
respectively. 

[0017] A microcomputer 15 calculates by leggtheringfo image sta^ng.ppsition 
from the maximum?of^ 
of a usual plctiw^^ 

P^^£^med from signal, it 
controlsaPLL circuit so that an error is lost, and it adjusts the frequency of a idotciock. ; 

[0018] After the frequency of a dot clock is adjusted to a proper value, like the conventional example, 
A/D converter UJs sampled by the dot clock which reproduced the video signal in the PLL circuit 14, 
and is changed in^j,idigital signal. 

[0019] The data-processing circuit 12 prepares timing etc. so that the video signal changed into the 
digital signal can be displayed in the liquid crystal display unit 13. 
[0020] Drav^_g_2 is the block diagram showing the configuration of the screen size detector 16. The dot 
clock counter 21 was cleared at the time of the input of a Horizontal Synchronizing signal, and the 
outside of it has always counted the dot clock. 

[0021] The signal level comparator circuit 22 makes an output high-level, whena video signal is larger 
than non-signal level, Mij^^ islflwayH^^ can 
be displayed as compared with non-signal level, arid when a.video signalTssm^lertfian non-signal level 
(i.e., when the video signal which can be displayed is not inputted), it makes an output a low level. 
[0022] After a Horizontal Synchronizing signal is inputted, the image starting position detector 23 holds 
the value of the dot clock counter 21 in the image starting position within 1 level period, when said 
signal level comparator circuit 22 becomes high-level from a low level at the beginning. 
[0023] After a Horizontal Synchronizing signal is inputted, the irna^ 24 « 
holds the value of the dot clock counter 21 in the image termination location within 1 level period, when 
the signal level comparator circuit 22 is set to a low level from high level just before the following 
Horizontal Synchronizing signal is inputted. 
[0024] Among the image starting positions detected for every level period, the minimum starting 
position detector 25 detects the smallest value within 1 perpendicular period, and outputs it as the 
minimum value of an image starting position. 
[0025] Among the image termination locations detected for every level period, the maximum 
termination location detector 26 detects the largest value within 1 perpendicular period, and outputs it as 
maximum of an image termination location. The value which lengthened the minimum value of an 
image starting position serves as a horizontal screen size from the maximum of an image termination 
location. 

[0026] Processing of the microcomputer 15 at the time of dot clock adjustment is shown in drawing 4 . 
First, a microcomputer 15 lengthens the minimum value of an image starting position from the 
maximum of an image termination location, and makes it observation resolution (processing 41). Next, P- 

horizontal resolution of the source of a signal presumed from the Horizontal Synchronizing signal and X 
the Vertical Synchronizing signal is made into theoretical resolution^ aFcbmpa^ O 
resolution; i£^ be performed if & 
inharmonious (processing 42). Ul 

[0027] Processing 43 adjusts a dot clock frequency by the ratio of theoretical resolution and observation S| 
resolution. For example, the theoretical resolution of the source of a signal presumed from the <r 
Horizontal Synchronizing signal and the Vertical Synchronizing signal is [ a^tit^oclLlS^mcy ] s 
31.5MHz in 640 dots, and with 800 clocks, as for observation resolution, the minimum value of an ^ 
image starting position will become 644 dots, supposing the maximums of an image termination ^ 
location are 156 clocks. Because the frequency of a dot clock was too high, since 645 dots of effective 
image data whose number should be 640 essentially were detected, according to count of processing 43, 
the PLL circuit 14 is controlled to be set to 31.5x(640/645) =31.3MHz. " LU 
[0028] Next, the more detailed configuration of the screen size detector 16 is shown in drawing 5 , and CD 
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the actuation is explained using the wave form chart of drawing 6 . 
[0029] When Horizontal Synchronizing signal 61 and a video signal 62 as shown in drawing 6 are 
inputted now, the dot clock counter 51 is cleared in the low period of Horizontal Synchronizing signal 
61, and has counted the dot clock in the high period. Moreover, the signal level comparator circuit 52 
compares a video signal J>2 with non-signal level, and high level and when small [ a video^ignal is 
large, and ], it outputs die signal 63 of a low level. 
[0030] Since the output of a circuit 531 and the flip-flop (F/F) circuit 532 will become like signals 64 
and 65, respectively if it carries out and (AND), latch 533 holds the value of the standup 51 of the output 
of a flip-flop circuit 532, i.e., the dot clock counter of an image starting position. 
[0031] Moreover, the output 66 of the knot (NOT) circuit 541 serves as a signal which reversed the 
output 63 of the signal level comparator circuit 52, and the output 67 of NOT circuit 543 serves as a 
signal which reversed Horizontal Synchronizing signal 61. Since latch 542 holds the value of the dot 
clock counter 51 in the standup of a signal 66 and latch 544 holds latch's 542 value in the standup of a 
signal 67, the value of the dot clock counter 51 of an image termination location will be held at the latch 
544. 
[0032] A digital comparator 551 compares with latch's 552 value the image starting position inputted by 
latch 533 for every level period, and when latch's 533 value is small, it outputs a clock. Maximum is 
inputted into latch 552 at the time of a Vertical Synchronizing signal input, and when latch's 533 value is 
smaller than the value to which the clock was outputted from the digital comparator 551 and which was 
held at the time [ the value ], he holds latch's 533 value. The minimum value of an image starting 
position is held by repeating during 1 perpendicular period at latch 552. 
[0033] A digital comparator 561 compares with latch's 562 value the image termination location 
inputted by latch 544 for every level period, and when latch's 544 value is large, it outputs a clock. The 
minimum value is inputted into latch 562 at the time of a Vertical Synchronizing signal input, and when 
latch's 544 value is larger than the value to which the clock was outputted from the digital comparator 
561 and which was held at the time [ the value ], he holds latch's 544 value. The maximum of an image 
starting position is held by repeating during 1 perpendicular period at latch 562. 
[0034] " . 
[Effect of the Invention] It. can adjust to the optimal display automatic / 
invention^ ajuser^^ by gap of the frequency of a dot clock, nor a colpr gap, 

*^st^Mofif^f^^^W^ly, and using the specific video signal for adjustment, as stated above. 

[Translation done.] 
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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any 
damages caused by the use of this translation. 

1. This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 
2. **** shows the word which can not be translated. 
3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

CLAIMS 

[Claim(s)] 
[Claim 1] In the liquid crystal display which displays an image using the Horizontal Synchronizing 
signal, Vertical Synchronizing signal, and video signal for cathode-ray tubes The PLL circuit which can 
tune the frequency of said dot clock finely while reproducing the dot clock which synchronized with the 
video signal based on the synchronizing signal, A screen size detection means to measure the screen size 
in which a horizontal display is possible using said dot clock, The liquid crystal display characterized by 
establishing a means to adjust said dot clock to a proper frequency from the error of the screen size 
presumed from the Horizontal Synchronizing signal and the Vertical Synchronizing signal, and the 
screen size measured with said screen size detection means. 
[Claim 2] The dot clock counter which said screen size detection means is cleared by initiation of a 
Horizontal Synchronizing signal, and counts a dot clock henceforth, The signal level comparator circuit 
which judges whether a video signal is the signal level more than fixed level, The image starting 
position detector holding the value of a dot clock counter when an effective video signal begins with the 
output of said comparator circuit within 1 level period, The image termination location detector holding 
the value of a dot clock counter when an effective video signal is completed with the output of said 
comparator circuit within 1 level period, The liquid crystal display according to claim 1 which consists 
of a minimum starting position detector which detects the minimum value of an image starting position 
within 1 perpendicular period, and a maximum termination location detector which detects the 
maximum of an image termination location within 1 perpendicular period. 

[Translation done.] 
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